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BOOKS (8)


https://www.businessexpertpress.com/books/leaderocity-leading-at-the-speed-of-now/


**EDITED BOOKS (3)**


**BOOK CHAPTERS (16)**


[https://www.researchgate.net/publication/348915560_Network_approaches_to_misinformation_evaluation_and_correction](https://www.researchgate.net/publication/348915560_Network_approaches_to_misinformation_evaluation_and_correction)


JOURNAL ARTICLES (36)


### PUBLISHED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS (9)

**International Conference on System Sciences**


**CHI Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems**


**WebSci ’21: ACM Web Science Conference**


**Academy of Management Conference**

**International Association of School Librarianship Conference**


https://doi.org/10.29173/iasl7937


https://doi.org/10.29173/iasl8023

**REPORTS/WHITE PAPERS/ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS/MULTIMEDIA (13)**


https://firstmonday.org/ojs/index.php/fm/article/download/10871/10080#p1


---

**ONLINE FIRST: IN ADVANCE OF PUBLICATION (32)**

**Journal Articles**


Kim, S. (2021). Exploring How Older Adults Use a Smart Speaker-Based Voice Assistant in Their First Interactions: Qualitative Study. *JMIR mHealth and uHealth, 9*(1), e20427. https://mhealth.jmir.org/2021/1/e20427/


Depression & Anxiety. [Funding provided by the National Institute of Mental Health and the National Science Foundation.] https://doi.org/10.1002/da.23203
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**SC&I SCHOLARSHIP IN THE PUBLIC**

In the Headlines: https://comminfo.rutgers.edu/headlines

News Archives: https://comminfo.rutgers.edu/news/news-archives